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 "How Can We Weave in a Strange
 Land?" Niuean Weavers in

 Auckland
 Hilke Thode'Arora, Eth.nologisch.es Museum, Berlin

 Do you know that song 'Rivers of Babylon' by Boney M..? That line

 'How can we sing the Lord's song in a strange landV This is exactly

 how we felt in New Zealand: how can we weave in a strange land?

 (Matafetu Smith)

 Background: Niue and Niueans
 The island of Niue, formed by one of the highest coral reefs of

 the world, covers an area of 161 square miles. There are no natu

 ral rivers or wells so that drinking water used to be scarce in the

 olden days, and could only be collected from rain or the under

 ground water table at caves. Consequently, droughts have been a

 frequent phenomenon. The thin layer of fertile soil is periodically

 in danger of being swept away by cyclones or spoilt by the salty

 sprays caused by them. Severe cyclones occur on average every

 nine years (Fairbairn 1997:8, 73, 74, 77).

 In 1901, New Zealand annexed the island and made it her

 colony. Since 1974, Niue has been a self-governing state - one of

 the smallest democracies of the world - in free self-association

 with New Zealand. All Niueans automatically possess New

 Zealand citizenship. Probably due to the difficult natural setting

 on the island, there has been a tradition of work migration to

 New Zealand among Niueans since at least the 1880s. Earlier

 migrants usually returned from abroad (e.g., Samoa or Hawai'i)

 after a couple of years. This changed after World War II.1 An

 increasing number of Niueans stayed in New Zealand for good

 and made her - by circumstances or deliberation - their new

 home for life. Especially since the 1970s, emigration from Niue

 has become more and more rapid (Walsh and Trlin 1973:48).

 According to the New Zealand Census of 1999, only 2,000

 Niueans lived in Niue while about 18,000 were in New Zealand

 (Cook et al. 1999). In the last couple of years the actual number

 of Niueans on the island has further declined to about 1,300,

 while the other inhabitants are Palagi or Pacific Islanders of dif

 ferent origin.

 Relatively little is known about pre-European Niuean society.

 The early European discoverers were not allowed to, or did not

 dare to land. The Niuean dislike of letting strangers in even

 extended to those Niueans who had been abducted and sent back

 to the island by Europeans. In addition to repeated raids by

 Tongans, the fear of the introduction of diseases seems to have

 been one of the well-founded reasons for this attitude. However,

 Samoan LMS (London Missionary Society) missionaries were

 sent and managed to establish themselves on the island. Their

 rigorous religious regime resulted in a large-scale change of

 Niuean society before the first European long-term settlers - mis

 sionaries and traders - came in and acted as chroniclers (Ryan

 1993). A careful reconstruction based on the few written sources

 and on oral traditions has been undertaken by Ryan (1977) and a

 number of Niuean writers (Hekaua 1992).

 In striking contrast to other Polynesian societies, Niue never

 seems to have possessed a system of hereditary rank or something

 comparable to the Samoan matai-system. With the exception of

 an elected king who had ritual, but absolutely no political power

 - and could be legitimately disposed of by murder if he failed to

 succeed in his spiritual tasks - power and prestige fell to the wor

 thy men who had gained others' respect by assertiveness and cer

 tain deeds, mainly as strong toa (warriors).

 This seems to still be reflected in what I would call the matua

 system of present-day Niuean society. Matua, meaning 'parent', is

 not only used to politely address elder people, but seems to be a

 term of respect for those confident, assertive persons who have

 used their influence and knowledge for the good of other

 Niueans. There are three or four persons who are even consid

 ered matua for the whole island of Niue by many Auckland-based

 "How Can We Weave in a Strange
 Land?" Niuean Weavers in

 Auckland
 Hilke Thode'Arora, Eth.nologisch.es Museum, Berlin
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 Niueans, and there are a number of matua on lower levels in

 many different spheres of life, e.g., politics, community life, edu

 cation, health or church. Matua would also be an appropriate

 term for many leaders of weaving groups.2

 A number of aspects of today's consciously shared 'Niueanness'

 actually seem to stem from missionary times. A striking example

 is the pronounced village loyalty which is an integral part of

 Niuean life. There are thirteen villages' on the island which form

 one of the most important structural principles of Niuean society

 - even in Auckland.4 Although there is archaeological evidence

 for settlement centers in these districts, this seemed to have been

 forgotten at times of European contact, and the villages have

 only been established under missionary rule (Ryan

 1977:136,137). The same is true for other indicators of

 Niueanness. I interviewed Niueans in New Zealand about what

 they consider typical for Niuean culture in contrast to Maori,

 other Pacific Islanders' or Palagi culture, along with the Niuean

 language and Niuean food.5 Informants mentioned European-style

 clothes, woven hats and baskets, a prayer starting every activity,6

 and hymns and rituals in church.

 Niuean Organizational Points and Information
 Channels in Auckland

 According to the New Zealand Census of 1999, 90% of all

 Niueans live in New Zealand today, 70% of whom are in

 Auckland (Cook et al. 1999). Although there is a certain con

 centration of Niueans in some southern suburbs, they live scat

 tered over the whole city. As weavers tend to be in their fifties or

 sixties - with the eldest being in their nineties - decreasing

 mobility is a factor for a significant number of them. There are a

 number of Christian denominations among which the Auckland

 Niueans split, many with Niuean-language services. Fellowship

 cuts through core and extended families7 although informants

 told me of some parents' tendency to join the same church as

 their grown-up children. Although religious conviction may play

 a role in choosing a denomination, interviewees instead men

 tioned other preferences such as certain types of singing,8 fights

 which led some people to join or open a new church, and - in

 the case of older people - the easier accessibility of a church

 close-by. The same principle holds true for the many weaving

 groups. Some seem to have come into existence by conflicts and

 ambitions which made a number of women open their own

 groups. Others have been established because many of the mem

 bers found it too burdensome to travel to a far-away group any

 longer.

 Auckland's Pacific Islanders Church in Newton is a central

 organizational point for many older and middle-aged Niueans -

 even more so than some of the other Niuean language congrega

 tions. It hosts the Niuean-language service of the Ekalesia Niue,

 the largest denomination among the Niueans.9 People sit and

 sing according to which village they are from. There is a certain,

 tacit competition among these Niuean village-groups to be con

 sidered the best singers, or the collectors of the largest cash dona

 tions.'"Visiting sports teams, church, youth or weaving groups

 from Niue are likely to come to the service to speak and pray

 from the altar steps or pulpit, as is the Niuean Premier on his

 stopovers when heading overseas. Like most elderly Niueans on

 the island who attend two church services on Sunday, many

 women weavers in Auckland spend most of the day on Sunday at

 church, joining the English-language service for all Pacific

 Islanders in the morning and having lunch together and attend

 ing the Niuean service in the afternoon. During the services, a

 vivid exchange of news, comments, photos, and information

 leaflets between the old women can be observed; when appropri

 ate in the liturgy, they get up to greet others and perhaps sit for a

 while with women from different villages seated elsewhere in the

 room.

 Information is furthermore spread and provided through net

 works of relatives, the telephone, and the Niuean language radio

 programs which are broadcast three days a week. Run by dedicat

 ed unpaid volunteers, they provide not only news and informa

 tion from Auckland and Niue, but a broad forum for Niueans to

 announce forthcoming events or give one's opinion on current

 topics of the community. While middle-aged men regularly meet

 for inter-Niuean-village cricket during the summer in Auckland,

 and young people of both sexes for huge sports events like the

 Annual Niuean Athletics Championship in January or a Niuean

 Touch Tournament on Waitangi Day, weaving groups are, like

 churches and life cycle events, important organizational and

 meeting points for older women.

 Earlier Niuean Weaving
 Niuean weaving belongs to those arts which have been done

 since pre-European times. Myths mention the goddess Mele who
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 was skilled in weaving, and the goddesses of the second heaven.

 They all belong to the goddess Hina's family, being the plaiters of

 hair-girdles (Loeb 1926:163, 164). The first European visitors

 hardly set foot on Niue, and the boats which approached their

 vessels were only filled with men. Consequently, the first kinds of

 weaving Europeans explicitly mentioned in the written sources

 were men's garments: hair girdles (kafa) and the immensely valu

 Figure Is Niue's last king, Togia, receiving a delegation from New Zealand in

 1901. The long mat the king stands on might be a tegitegi. (Photo: Collection

 Auckland War Memorial Museum).

 able feather girdles (hega) only to be worn by very powerful war

 riors. There were just a few women who could make these presti

 gious pieces (Ryan 1977:88). Loeb (Ryan 1977:170) mentions

 fine tegitegi mats to adorn the king's house and path (Fig. 1).

 Certain kinds of weaving probably were men's work: the intricate

 Figure 2: Niuean bag with serrated upper border collected by Sir Peter Buck in

 the 1920s. No. 1003. Auckland War Memorial Museum (2002, all photos

 except Fig. 1 by the author).

 decorative bindings for the clubs and spears" and the ropes tying

 the parts of boats together. Other weaving (e.g. that of mats for

 roof-thatching) is done by both sexes. Loeb (1926:94) claims that

 Niueans picked up the art of fan and basket weaving from the

 Samoans, but does not give any reasons for this statement. The

 oldest weavings in the Auckland Museum are those ones which

 have been collected by Sir Peter Buck in the 1920s.'2 These small

 handbags show a characteristic upper border of triangles, a trait

 which can also be seen in bags and baskets from the 1950s and

 seems to have survived in today's Niuean weaving of bags from

 plastic packing straps. Many, though by far not all, show the same

 kind of serrated border with protruding triangles (Fig. 2)."

 However, it could not be verified whether this style was some

 thing new in the 1920s or has older roots.

 Niuean Weaving in Auckland
 While in other central-Polynesian societies, such as Samoa or

 Tonga, young girls are instructed by knowledgeable older women

 how to plait (Teilhet-Fisk 1992:46, 48), all Niuean weavers unan

 imously claim that they have never been formally taught how to

 weave. Instead they picked it up by observing their mothers or

 other older relatives and trying on their own." Several inform

 ants, who are now in their sixties, seventies, and eighties, men

 tioned the ideal of a 'good woman' which was prevalent in Niue

 when they, or their mothers and grandmothers" were young: a

 'good woman' never sits idle - when all other household, garden,

 family and community work is done, she will start to weave beau

 tiful hats, mats, and baskets. Other people will praise her virtue

 and envy her skills when they see her family members and home

 with these things, and this will also enhance her husband's and

 family's prestige. In addition, good quality woven goods potential

 ly contribute to an increase in the often scarce family income, as

 a 'good woman' can sell items to the shop at Niue's capital, Alofi,

 to tourists or other Palagi, thus further upholding her and her

 family's reputation. Most importantly, woven objects have been,

 and continue to be, valued as gifts of respect and gratitude to

 others."

 For women and men of senior generations, this gift-giving ideal

 still seems to prevail, even after they have moved to New

 Zealand." In some Niuean homes, woven objects are put on dis

 play; the walls are covered with hats, fans, necklaces,18 and bags.

 Women also take pride in wearing fine, sometimes extravagant

 Figure 1: Niue's last king, Togia, receiving a delegation from New Zealand in

 1901. The long mat the king stands on might be a tegitegi. (Photo: Collection

 Auckland War Memorial Museum).

 Figure 2: Niuean bag with serrated upper border collected by Sir Peter Buck in

 the 1920s. No. 1003. Auckland War Memorial Museum (2002, all photos

 except Fig. I by the author).
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 and fanciful, hats for church or special occasions. Some matua

 who are not renowned for their skill as weavers still possess beau

 tiful hats with which they have been honored due to their social

 standing.

 All interviewees, irrespective of their age, gave one main reason

 for their emigration to New Zealand: they wanted a better educa

 tion and future for their children than they thought Niue could

 provide." Although there were networks of relatives to shelter

 the newcomers, New Zealand's money-based economic system

 forced a new lifestyle on the immigrants. The women had (and

 often have) to work up to three jobs at the same time to make a

 living. Furthermore, their families, often with three to nine chil

 dren, had to be cared for. As one informant put it: "three jobs,

 the kids, the household - and then a husband on top..." (E. H.)

 Common weaving materials on Niue have been — and are —

 coconut and pandanus leaves. Using the systematology of textile

 techniques most accepted in museums of German-speaking areas

 (Seiler-Baldinger 199120), Niuean weaving is done in four basic

 techniques: right-angled interlacing ('checker', 'over-one-under

 one'), oblique interlacing, twill weaves, and half-hitch coiling.21

 The Niuean informants refer to interlacing and twill weaves as

 lalaga, but to braiding and half-hitch coiling as tia which - in

 spite of its artfulness - seems to be considered as a minor tech

 nique when compared to lalaga (Cole and Kulatea 1996).

 Pandanus and coconut do not prosper in New Zealand; conse

 quently, Niuean women who wanted to weave had to rely on the

 material that relatives from the island brought or sent them.

 Although weaving took place on a small-scale-basis, many

 women seem to have made a deliberate effort to leave the old

 Niuean values behind in order to cope with the necessities of the

 new, hectic life. Virtually every member of the first Niuean weav

 ing group in Auckland - which was founded in the early 1980s -

 triumphantly recalls how they had to overcome being rejected by

 other Niuean women whom they invited to join their group:

 Some would laugh and say, "That's what we do back home,

 we don't weave in New Zealand." They referred to when you

 dampen your finger to handle the pandanus leaf. They would

 say, "we don't lick fingers and pull pandanus in New

 Zealand, we knit here in New Zealand." Some who used to

 say that are now some of the top weavers today. (Matafetu

 Smith in Pereira 2002:84)

 At the same time, among many of the women, there seems to

 have been an underlying and strong desire to weave. The open

 ing quotation, which gave this article its title, suggests the perti

 nence and strength of this latent interest in weaving. The barri

 ers to weaving in the New Zealand diaspora are given a quasi

 religious quality by comparing them with the Biblical Israelites'

 plight on being captured by Babylonians.22 Furthermore, inter

 views with weavers corroborate the idea of an identity-creating

 and identity-keeping role of weaving; for example, the story of a

 woman who had a Maori colleague and secretly spent hours

 exchanging weaving knowledge and patterns with her instead of

 doing the work. Another weaver recalls her aged mother who

 was still weaving on her deathbed, nearly blind and unable to

 rise.

 The Founding of the First Auckland-based
 Weaving Group

 A decisive turning point for Niuean weaving in New Zealand

 came in the early 1980s. Matafetu Smith, a schoolteacher from

 central Auckland and member of an influential Niuean family,

 had taken a vivid interest in weaving and was elected as the

 Representative for the Pacific People in the Aotearoa Moananui

 A-Kia Weavers Association / MASPAC (Maori and South

 Pacific Arts Council). The ample funds of this organization gave

 her the opportunity to start a number of activities, and she want

 ed the Niuean traditions to be part of this. The group was

 launched in 1983 with a/ono (assembly, Niuean) in Tokomaru

 Bay that joined Maori and other Pacific Islanders for the first

 common weaving workshop, and was repeated the following year.

 Matafetu Smith gave the entrance speech for the Pacific

 Islanders and finished with now often-quoted words: "This is an

 empty basket. I hope, after this meeting it will be filled with the

 wisdom of weaving." Holding an empty woven basket in front of

 the audience, she aptly alluded to the famous Maori myth of the

 three baskets of knowledge brought by the god Tane.23 The hui

 (assembly, Maori) started an intensive and exciting exchange of

 weaving expertise between Maori and Pacific Islanders in New

 Zealand. Without a doubt, the most far-reaching innovation for

 the Niueans was the use of flax: the knowledge about its appro

 priate ritual handling according to Maori custom, the proper cut

 ting and preparation of the leaves, and the techniques and pat

 terns used for weaving.

 Matafetu Smith was searching for good Niuean weavers to

 form a group. Some of the early members still remember
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 with amusement how unwilling they were in the beginning:

 You know my son is married to Seta's daughter? And we go

 to one of Seta's brother's sons' birthdays. And I go ... with

 my son and his wife at about, something about six o' clock,

 and Mata says: 'Come on, come on, come on! Come on,

 come on, let's weave the basket!' And 1 go and do it. And I

 said to myself: 'No, Mata, 1 come to the birthday, 1 don't

 come to be doing something!' That's how 1 met with Mata.

 She sits on the floor and says: 'Malo, you show me how to

 weave a basket? The coconut basket?' That's the time me

 and Mata came together. (Malo Tulisi)

 The group Tufuga Mataponiu a Niue was formed in 1985. It

 seems that the first members, aside from their expert knowledge

 about Niuean weaving, had been chosen among relatives as well

 as along village and friendship lines." Matafetu Smith skilfully

 managed the group. She organized annual workshops with Maori,

 and later on with Tongan women that increased the weavers'

 knowledge and confidence. She took the group members all over

 New Zealand to exhibit their pieces and teach weaving at muse

 ums, schools, and cultural institutions, thus creating a wider

 Figure 3: Kermadec Brasserie in Auckland's Viaduct Harbour with large cei 1

 ing flax mats woven by Niuean ladies (2003).

 knowledge and demand for Niuean weaving. She launched sales

 exhibitions and weaving competitions where certain types of

 objects had to be made under special requirements, often having

 Mick Pendergrast from the Auckland War Memorial Museum,

 one of the foremost experts worldwide on Maori and Pacific

 weaving, among the judges.

 In addition, she aptly acquired special orders. One of the most

 prestigious - and tedious - was the 1996 weaving of many long

 flax mats for decorating the ceiling, side-by-side with paintings

 by Niuean-born artist John Pule, of Auckland's upscale Kermadec

 Brasserie in the prestigious Viaduct area (Fig. 3):

 One time, we started a mat ... and it was [NZ]$900, [some]

 more than [NZ]$ 1,000 ... The people down ... in town

 asked Mata to do it. They wanted us to do some mats to put

 on the ceiling. . . It took a long time, maybe five hours to

 finish one row. And I was sick on the day before we finish

 our weaving... Sore back! ... Those mats took maybe two

 months. We have never done any [other] work, only the

 mat. Tried hard because some people wanted to get those

 mats on that day. Those mats are from flax. I don't know

 how many. I made one, S. made two, V. made two, ... M.

 made some. Some are [NZ]$900, some are [NZ]$600, but

 [NZ]$600 is not enough, because it's a hard work. (Malo

 Tulisi)"

 With its success — which was also an economic one — the group

 got gradually bigger until the first splitting processes started. As

 mentioned before, this was partly due to quarrels, jealousy and

 personal ambitions, but also to some members' slightly decreasing

 mobility, which made them prefer a weaving group closer to their

 homes. Consequently, new groups split from Tufuga Mataponiu a

 Niue, collecting new members. Today, the group does not meet

 on a regular weekly basis; every member works on her own. For

 important events, however, they come together and join efforts.

 Weaving Groups in 2003 / 2004
 The immense success of Tufuga Mataponiu a Niue as well as

 pressure from certain sections of the Niuean diaspora community

 encouraged other women to form weaving groups. In 2005, twen

 ty years after the foundation of the very first one, there were

 nearly forty groups in the Auckland metropolitan area. One of

 the earliest, the Niue Mumuafi Elderly Support Group, was formed

 in 1987 with the explicit aim of keeping Niuean elders from

 becoming lonely (a phenomenon they say is not found in Niue,

 but is present in New Zealand) by having them revive their

 Figure 3: Kermadec Brasserie in Auckland's Viaduct Harbour with large ceil

 ing flax mats woven by Niuean ladies (2003).
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 weaving and needlework skills and learn new kinds of handicraft

 like knitting and crocheting (Lineahi Lund, 16 March 2004; cf.

 Pereira 2002:80-82). Similarly, most of Auckland's 'weaving

 groups' are not dedicated to weaving alone. Quite a number run

 preschools, thus making a conscious effort to teach those children

 the Niuean language who grow up in only English-speaking

 households." Others also concentrate on the elders; for example,

 they visit and perform regularly at homes for the elderly. Some

 are self-help and advice groups for health topics, for example

 asthma, diabetes or obesity issues. A few are linked to church

 parishes. All of these groups dedicate most of their time and

 activities to these social issues; however, one day of the week is

 usually reserved for weaving. Often, the help given by the group

 extends to support in very practical matters, e.g. the completion

 of administrative forms or the opening of an informal money sav

 ing club for the members.

 Village-based women's groups or weaving groups exist in Niue,

 too. Still, the upsurge of so many groups in Auckland seems to

 have been encouraged by a New Zealand funding system that

 allows the sponsoring of registered groups. The weaving groups

 are spread all over Auckland with a certain concentration in

 Otara and Mangere, reflecting the number of older female

 Niueans living in these suburbs. The membership of sixteen of

 the groups are based along village lines," although there are

 always a certain number of members who join the group for other

 reasons, for example, because it is close to their home.

 Most weaving groups try to organize a 'show day', or fiafia, once

 a year if their funds allow this, thus mirroring the annual village

 show days in Niue. Such an event is costly and requires a lot of

 preparation. Most of the other groups are invited and, after a

 prayer and some keynote speeches, they are treated to an opulent

 feast, prepared or bought by the group members. The weaving

 and handicrafts are put on display; usually, a competition for cer

 tain types of weaving has been set up, and a jury decides on the

 best pieces, which are acknowledged with money-prizes. The

 leader of each of the invited weaving groups gives a speech, after

 which all members of that group, dressed in their group costume,

 dance, and are joined by others. During these dances, donations

 for the host group are tossed into a bowl in the middle to help

 them shoulder the financial burden of the feast. The show days,

 especially the dances, are also an opportunity to give presents of

 affection to family and friends, or presents of honor - such as

 food, money, a lei, a flower head gear, a hat or a pareo - to people

 of high standing. Depending on the number of invited groups,

 such a fiafia can easily last eight hours.

 All other activities (e.g. travels of the weaving group or visits of

 weaving groups from Niue who must be hosted) have to be paid

 for as well. Besides those funds that can be applied for from the

 New Zealand government or city institutions, the usual strategies

 seem to be collections of money among the members, donations

 by the group leaders, or raffles.

 As already intimated, weaving groups are - even in their han

 dling of social issues - an overwhelmingly female affair. Some

 men help their wives in running a group, or in getting and

 preparing materials.28 A number of them limit their participation

 to attending the shows. Although there are a few male handicraft

 groups, for example a woodcarving group, all interviewees say

 that men spend their leisure time in a different way:

 The women are very busy and strong to do things. Not the

 men. The man is only working for a big job, like [paid] labor,

 or fishing or going to the bush. The women go for a big job

 together, help everybody at their homes. But not the men.

 ... It's good to have a man at home. But the women do all

 the work. As 1 said to you, the women can chop firewood;

 they come from the bush and do the umu [earth oven]. And

 while the husbands come from work, and do reading some

 newspaper or go fishing, the women still do a lot of work.

 On top of it with the children, family to look after. The

 woman is working for a daytime and comes and does some

 shopping, ... and [for] the children, and [for] the community,

 ... weaving, ... [an unpaid] teacher at the preschool. (E. H.)

 Formal male Niuean groupings in Auckland seem to exist in

 the church (church elders, at least in the Ekalesia Niue, are

 almost exclusively male29) and - although a bit more loosely

 structured - as cricket teams.

 The Tufuga Mataponiu a Nine group was started with women in

 their late forties or older; today, weaving groups are comprised of

 members between the ages of 50 and 90. This is not surprising

 considering the migration histories of these women. As men

 tioned before, nearly all of them had to juggle the double bind of

 up to three jobs and as many as nine children, besides their

 extended family and community duties:

 My husband when he was alive, he only went for work -

 and then back home. Did a lot of cooking, but not the way

 you would like for cooking. Men, you know and will find

 out, are everywhere like that. ... The women are working so
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 hard and they are never tired, and they never rest. They

 work in the daytime, and also at the night time. And on top
 of it is a husband as well. ... our men ... work less than the

 women. They work the big thing - that's all. ... And they

 waste their money for other things and do not keep it for

 the family. But the women keep their money and spend

 their money for everything, and still keep some more money

 for the rest of the day. My husband was like that as well.

 One time when 1 was young, I worked in three jobs a day... 1

 worked early in the morning at my permanent job, and so in

 the afternoon. Did ironing or cleaning or everything in the

 afternoon. ... Got [up] early nearly five o' clock or four o'

 clock to do some cleaning. Finished at seven. Did my other

 work till eleven, and finished at half past four, and started

 another job at five. ... And I got more money than my hus

 band. (E. H.)

 The pressure to make a living in New Zealand did not leave

 any leisure time for large-scale weaving. This seemed to change

 once the children had grown up, and probably provided an extra

 incentive when economic gains could be made with weaving. It

 remains to be observed whether the younger Niuean generation

 of women in the diaspora will also start weaving when they reach

 their fifties.

 Materials, Techniques, Designs: Creativity,
 Borrowing, and Globalization Tendencies

 A large number of the Niuean weavers have worked in a tex

 tile mill or sewing factory in Auckland at some point in their

 Auckland job history. Many of them are very skilled in needle

 work, tailoring men's suits, dresses, blouses, and T-shirts for their

 family, and sewing curtains, pillows, and bedcovers. These skills

 are used creatively for making new kinds of objects that can be

 sold on the markets including crocheted hats, knitted rasta caps

 or T-shirts with screen-printing.

 The revived interest in weaving and the upsurge of so many

 weaving groups has led to an experimentation with new materials

 and types of objects among some of the weavers. For example,

 the leaves of the Nikau palm (Rhopalostylis sapida) have been

 interwoven in a similar way as those of the coconut palm in

 Niue, although they result in a looser texture with openings once

 they have dried. This effect is now deliberately used.

 Flax weaving brought about a number of experiments by indi

 vidual weavers. If these new objects are sold quickly, the idea is

 integrated into the repertoire and will soon find imitators; if not,

 Figure 4: Niuean weavers in their group costumes dancing for New Zealand's

 Prime Minister Helen Clark at the Auckland Pasifika Festival, 2003. Note the

 backpack and the elaborate hat.

 it will be abandoned. Between 2002 and 2004, flax backpacks,

 bottle-holders, and plastic-bag-collectors" were often seen (Fig.

 4), but the design development is so fast that these new objects

 might change every couple of months or years. One weaver

 showed a tray with integrated bottle and sandwich holders, an

 idea that was not readily accepted. Some women also experi

 mented with making a shopping-trolley, a baby-pushchair, and

 picture-frames from flax (Fig. 5). There is an enormous creative

 ness in producing objects of daily New Zealand life in woven

 form. Another weaver made a number of framed pictures that

 were a combination of screen print and weaving elements. Her

 speciality is decorative objects, for example bags with long hang

 Figure 5: Framed pictures with screen-print, flax kete and flax flowers; Grey

 Lynn Festival. Weaver: Matafetu Smith (Auckland, 2002).

 Figure 4: Niuean weavers in their group costumes dancing for New Zealand's

 Prime Minister Helen Clark at the Auckland Pasifika Festival, 2003. Note the

 backpack and the elaborate hat.

 Figure 5: Framed pictures with screen-print, flax kete and flax flowers; Grey

 Lynn Festival. Weaver: Matafetu Smith (Auckland, 2002).
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 Figure 6: Niucan stall with flax bags. Auckland Pasifika Festival (2003).

 ing strands in strong colours or flax flowers. She exhibits in a

 gallery where her pieces are put on display as single art objects on

 a wall, not in bundles or bulk like handicraft.

 In addition to these innovations, the usual flax repertoire at

 Niuean stalls includes hats, bags, Maori-style kete (oblong bas

 kets), baskets, fans, and decorative long flowers that are sold as

 bundles (Figs. 6,7). In the early days of Niuean flax weaving, the

 permission to cut leaves had to be obtained from the local Maori

 iwi, as the plants grow on their tribal lands, and as flax has been

 traditionally used by Maori for many centuries. Thus, close con

 tacts between Maori and Niuean weavers developed. Matafetu

 Smith, for example, received special flax shoots as a gift from the

 famous Maori weaver Diggeress Te Kanawa. In the meantime,

 hcjwever, there has been such a boom of flax-weaving among

 Pacific Islanders that written permits to cut flax have to be

 obtained - as well as carried and shown to controlling officers -

 from the local city councils.

 Over time, due to the Maori movement for more political rights

 and recognition of their culture (with some activists seeing

 Pacific Islanders as competitors for resources that should be

 reserved for the 'people of the land') frictions and misunderstand

 ings arose (Pereira 2002:85, 86). Although Niuean weavers never

 claimed to have produced Maori weaving, they produced high

 quality flax weaving that allowed them a certain amount of mar

 ket control; this undoubtedly contributed to the tension.

 Copyright in designs is a sensitive issue among Maori artists and

 Figure 7: Niuean stall with pandanus hats, baskets and tablemats. Auckland

 Pasifika Festival (2003).

 some activists have accused Niuean weavers of having stolen

 designs." Niuean weavers' counter-arguments that weaving tech

 niques only allow a limited set of patterns - proven by the exis

 tence of the same patterns in Africa or at America's Northwest

 Coast - have sometimes been bitter and fruitless. The Niuean

 weavers' tendency to swiftly adapt and refine new styles of weav

 ing, perhaps due their learning style founded on observation and

 self-improvement instead of formal teaching, probably did not

 make reconciliation easier." However, little kete-style kits or dec

 orative flax flowers can be seen today not only at Maori stalls and

 maraes, but also at many Pacific Islanders' stalls and in shops for

 tourists, often without revealing their weavers' ethnic identity.

 With the increasing Pacific Island population that makes

 Auckland the largest Polynesian city of the world, a number of

 shops cater to Polynesian needs. Therefore, buying pandanus has

 become much easier than in the early years of Niuean immigra

 tion. Accordingly, the weaver's products usually include a number

 of pandanus objects, mostly round tablemats and matching coast

 ers, trays, hats, bags, and baskets. Many prefer to get their pan

 danus from Niue, however, as there are high-quality standards in

 how the pandanus has to be treated when it is grown and pre

 pared. In Niue, every weaver has her special secret methods,

 which are not shared with anyone."

 Brightly colored raffia and synthetic ribbons of different tex

 tures, colors, and widths are also among the new materials pre

 ferred by Niuean weavers in Auckland. They are most often used

 Figure 6: Niuean stall with flax bags. Auckland Pasifika Festival (2003).  Figure 7: Niuean stall with pandanus hats, baskets and tablemats. Auckland

 Pasifika Festival (2003).
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 Figure 8: Lei from thin plastic sheets, beaded with straw segments (Otara,

 Auckland, 2003).

 to produce round tablemats and colorful leis. A speciality among

 Niuean weavers seems to be the creative use of those materials

 that would be considered waste in Palagi society. It can only be

 speculated whether this is due to a tradition of making the best of

 the scarce resources on Niue, or whether it is a rapid adaptation

 of ideas prevalent among other Pacific Island weavers in

 Auckland. One woman pays cheap prices for fabric scraps dis

 carded by fashion wholesalers and sews them into patchwork

 hats. A certain kind of plastic lei (Fig. 8) consists of cut-out

 leaves and blossoms from large, thin synthetic sheets, beaded

 with segments of cut plastic straws. Some women specialize in

 hats made from plastic bread bags (Fig. 9), cutting the plastic

 into long strands and interweaving them. Those hats are very

 light and can be bent and twisted easily.

 A popular fashion of the last couple of years are bags originally

 made from the long, colored plastic straps used to bind bulk

 goods delivered at wholesalers (Fig. 10). These bags can be seen

 everywhere in New Zealand, and apparently a few of them have

 even found their way to chic Beverly Hills boutiques in the

 United States.MToday, the raw material is no longer waste from

 wholesalers' bulk goods, but, due to the increasing demand by

 Pacific weavers, is sold in rolls by big New Zealand hardware

 chains, like PlaceMakers. Although some interviewees described

 to me how their husbands, who worked at wholesalers or the rail

 ways, brought them the scrap straps from the bulk goods a couple

 of years ago, the idea does not seem to be an original Niuean

 one. Seeing a very similar kind of bag from the same material and

 in the same basic weaving technique become the big fashion in

 Figure 9: Hat from bread covers. Weaver: Maio Tulisi (Newton, Auckland,

 2003).

 central Europe in summer and autumn 2003 made me do some

 research in their origins. Apparently, the idea came into exis

 tence in Thailand about ten years ago. Today, a Dutch company"

 which specializes in the creative use of waste material, designs

 products made from these plastic straps, having them woven in

 Thailand, and exporting to Japan, the United States, and Central

 Europe. Similar bags, sold by competing companies, are also man

 ufactured in Bali, China, and Burma.36 In Auckland, women from

 the Cook Islands or Tuvalu have been observed making similar

 bags. The Niuean ones, however, often show elements which

 have already been typical for their pandanus bags: the serrated

 upper border looking like a line of triangles, or the handles in a

 special kind of four-strands-braid, and running around the whole

 height and bottom of the bag to give it more stability."

 These examples show the difficulties in finding the origins of

 ideas and in tracing those people or ethnic groups who were the

 first to use certain materials, techniques, and designs. Borrowing

 and spreading among Polynesian weavers in Auckland takes

 place in breathtaking rapidity and could be on the verge of even

 reaching global dimensions, as the example of the plastic-strap

 bags shows. One weaver, in particular, who collects books on

 weaving in other parts of the world, has found a German compa

 ny through the internet producing colors she considers especially

 suitable for dyeing her flax. This woman spent some weeks in

 Bali, Indonesia, to sell her pieces, and systematically established

 contact with weavers on other Polynesian islands and as far away

 as Alaska / the American Northwest coast on the other side of

 the Pacific.

 Figure 8: Lei from thin plastic sheets, beaded with straw segments (Otara,

 Auckland, 2003).
 Figure 9: Hat from bread covers. Weaver: Maio Tuiisi (Newton, Auckland,

 2003).
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 Figure 10: Bags from plastic straps and pandanus, tablemats. Auckland Pasifika Festival (2004).

 Money, Prestige, and Fun: the Reasons for
 Being in a Weaving Group

 The three reasons for being in a weaving group seem to be

 money, prestige, and fun. For individual weavers or groups, one of

 the three is often more important than the others, but this is not

 necessarily a conscious decision.

 All weavers are interested in making money with their work,

 even with the sewn, screen-printed, batiked, knitted or crocheted

 pieces. This reflects the economic situation in Niue where weav

 ing often was - and is - an important way of supporting the fami

 ly and dealing with the vagaries of married and economic life:

 My aunt always made tablemats. They were sold for 2 cents

 and bought us our soap and kerosene. My auntie was hard

 working at this at-night, and 1 growled at her to sleep. ...

 Tablemats helped Niue to survive. (Malo Tulisi)

 My husband is a heavy drinker; since years he has no work.

 At weekends, I give him [NZ]$30 to go drinking in Alofi.

 1 started handicrafts to support my two boys in school. It

 has been a hard life to raise my children only with handi

 crafts. (NT.)

 According to one scholar, female arts and crafts have been a

 stable economic factor for Niue for many decades, and an

 increase in the activity can be linked to falling copra prices

 (Terry Chapman, personal communication).

 Many of the Auckland weavers are in long-time contact with

 shops all over New Zealand, which order a certain number of

 products especially made for this purpose, or are regular buyers of

 the weavers' specialities. Individual women or a few members of

 the same weaving group run stalls at weekend markets, selling

 their own and some others' objects. Perishable things like leis

 from fresh flowers are often made on the spot during the long

 hours at the stall. In order to attract customers and overcome

 boredom, the women of one group have been repeatedly observed

 walking around and advertising their goods; others start singing

 songs, accompanied by guitar or ukulele. The big event of the

 year is Auckland's annual Pasifika Festival where Pacific Islanders

 sell their products and perform in a huge open-air venue. The

 weaving for the coming year starts immediately after the end of

 the Festival. It is the declared aim and hope of most of the

 Niuean weavers to make NZ$1,000 (about US$500-600) on that

 Figure 10: Bags from plastic straps and pandanus, tablemats. Auckland Pasifika Festival (2004).
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 day, and a number of them achieve this.

 In general, the New Zealand market can be considered very

 open and receptive as far as Polynesian arts and handicrafts are

 concerned. Besides Polynesian customers and tourists, many

 Palagi like to buy woven hats, bags, and other artifacts, give spe

 cial orders for tablemats and coasters according to their taste, and

 have many times been observed indulging in perishable

 Polynesian accessories such as headbands or leis from fresh flow

 ers. On the other hand, shops selling food, ready-made clothes

 and weaving material preferred by Polynesians can be found in

 many parts of Auckland.

 The prestige aspect of being in a weaving group has several lay

 ers. The person(s) running the group definitely have status and

 even a 'normal' member of a group tends to garner respect based

 on her reputation as a renowned weaver. A group can be a forum

 for showing off an excellent new piece of work or for displaying a

 finely woven new hat someone has received as a gift of honor. At

 the annual show days, there are competitions in which certain

 pieces with pre-defined measurements, weaving techniques or

 patterns have to be made by every participant. Fine workmanship

 and winning a money prize are also opportunities for getting

 applause and praise by a wide audience.

 Having fun or a good time and doing things one likes to do cer

 tainly are strong motives for many members. Weaving groups

 play many important social functions affording members the

 chance to escape isolation and boredom at home, to meet women

 of one's own ethnic group, to talk Niuean, and to exchange news,

 discuss problems, and share gossip.

 Many interviewees claimed to be able to do all different kinds

 of weaving with every material, technique, and pattern, but to

 have a strong personal preference for certain ones and a dislike

 for others:

 1 know how to do these hats from bread covers, but I'm not

 the type to do it. It's very hard for me. ...It's very different,

 you know. You have to chase the little ones [the little

 strands] and see how they are put together. ... So, I said it's

 not my thing to do. I only like the flax. But my sister

 [who does the bread cover hats] doesn't like the flax.

 (Molie Huka)

 This is probably one of the reasons why the long, concentrated

 work on the very fine ceiling mats for the Kermadec Brasserie

 was remembered as so tedious by the weavers. Although it

 brought them good money, and they are proud of the results,

 everybody remembers this task as an exhausting and not very

 pleasant one - diametrically opposed to the fun aspect of weaving

 and meeting. While some groups and persons deliberately aim at

 the good selling of their weaving, choosing the items, materials,

 colors, and patterns according to Palagi and tourists' tastes, others

 prefer to weave the things they themselves like best (e.g.

 tablemats from raffia in very bright colors). However, some of the

 weavers in the latter group complain about poor economic suc

 cess with their products; the decision between customers'

 demands and personal tastes does not always seem to be a con

 scious one.

 Some of the older weavers are able to recognize their own

 pieces in forty-year-old photos of a stall showing woven items

 made by a number of different persons, or they can identify a cer

 tain weaver just by looking at the work of art." This corroborates

 the existence of the individual weavers' strong personal prefer

 ences and styles.

 Pragmatic Creativity and Hybridity
 The Niuean way of choosing materials, techniques, and objects

 meets the criteria of 'pragmatic creativity' as Ping-Ann Addo and

 Heather Young Leslie define it in the introduction to this vol

 ume:

 a sense of willingness, that opportunistic investigation and

 awareness of the local environment, ... as it is applied in the

 production of artistic material. ... a way of seeing, being in

 and fashioning the world chat is flexible, pliable, open to

 modification, adaptation, re-adaptation and ... hybridization.

 ... bricolage depends on artisans' keen observations of the

 world around them, and willingness to consider and avail

 able object or event — within local cultural ideas of appropri

 ateness - as potential for artistic creativity [and] the re-con

 figuring of objects and ideas to new, different, but culturally

 appropriate uses, (emphasis in orginal)

 If 'bricolage' translates as deliberate, even playful experimenta

 tion with locally available materials, this certainly is true. So is

 the fact that good Niuean weavers are able to take "almost any

 available object" and create artistically with it. However, they are

 not at all willing to take anything, but, along with strong personal

 preferences, have very clear standards of aesthetics and quality. In

 addition to their migration histories which did not give them

 enough leisure time to weave in their younger years, most of the

 women would have preferred not to weave at all - though they
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 would miss their weaving dearly - rather than using 'bad' pan

 danus which did not meet their standards of quality.

 The Niuean weavers' creations are definitely 'hybrid' in the

 sense of "creative borrowing, learning from, and merging of

 human ideas, forms, and practices" with regards to their choice of

 weaving materials, techniques, and the design of their woven

 objects. The pre-European situation and context of weaving have

 never been documented as the early explorers hardly set foot on

 the inhabited plateau. Not only a scholar like Loeb, but even

 some Niueans, argue that large-scale weaving was brought to

 them and started with the Samoan missionaries. If that were true,

 hybridity would be the very essence of 'genuine' Niuean weaving

 for 150 years. A comparison of woven Niuean artifacts and his

 torical photos in museum collections, and of oral histories and

 biographic interviews with weavers, sheds light on changing

 styles and fashions of weaving over a time span of roughly 120

 years. This makes me hypothesize that a skilful, creative process

 of experimenting, borrowing, and improving has been the

 permanent nucleus and characteristic feature of Niuean weaving.

 The types and techniques of woven items are often identical

 with those done by other Pacific weavers, but finish, quality

 mindedness, and details frequently mark them as distinguishably

 Niuean.

 Weaving in a Strange Land
 The concern about having lost an important cultural tradition

 by not being able to weave as immigrants in a strange land thus

 seems to have been turned into a vivacious new weaving culture.

 The women who felt trapped between the necessities or aspira

 tions of the life in New Zealand and their longing for weaving

 have created for themselves comfortable surroundings which

 allow economic success in the society of immigration, social dis

 tinction, respect, pride, and self-esteem in the reference system of

 their own culture, as well as pleasure in the work of their hands

 and in the company of their compatriots. The culture-specific

 conditioning to adapt and integrate new styles of weaving by

 observing, practicing, and refining is an asset in the Niuean dias

 pora. L£]
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 Notes

 ' Niueans fought in both World Wars (cf. Scott 1993:41-45; Pointer 2000). Oral

 traditions and songs sung when leaving overseas still give witness to this fact.

 •' The data for this article have been gathered by anthropological fieldwork; infor

 mation is from biographical interviews, informal conversations, and observations if

 not otherwise stated. Informants have been kept anonymous if they wished so.

 Empirical work has been done in Auckland between October 2002 and March
 2003, between January and March 2004, and between January and March 2005; in

 Niue from October 2003 through January 2004 and from April through July 2005.

 Six weaving groups in Auckland and four in Niue have been studied intensively.
 ' Or fourteen villages if Alofi North and South are counted separately. The

 Niuean parliament has a representative for every village.

 4 Village chairmen are elected among those Auckland-based Niueans who belong

 to the Ekalesia Niue. One of the first questions Niueans unknown to each other ask

 when meeting, is about the village the other person or where his/her parents - come

 from. This is especially true for younger persons. The older women, however, who

 formed the majority of my informants, have a vast genealogical knowledge that

 allows them to place a person in terms of their family and village immediately upon

 hearing a name.

 51 asked this question many times in interviews and informal conversations. In

 addition, in January 2003,1 was invited to the forxo of an extended Niuean family

 where about 100 older, middle-aged, and young people met to discuss which Niuean

 values they considered worth upholding in a New Zealand context and how this aim
 could be achieved.

 4 Loeb (1926:160) mentions that in the olden times, any undertaking would have
 been preceded by a prayer to Tagaloa.

 7 This can make life-cycle rituals difficult. One informant (L.N.) told me about

 her father-in-law's funeral where eight reverends of different denominations had to

 meet to run the appropriate kind of service, handling all the wishes from the family.

 a E.g., the gregarious singing and swinging for Jesus in a Pentecostal Church, or

 the well-known and deeply loved Niuean hymns of the LMS based Ekalesia Niue,

 Niue's oldest Christian community.

 9 There are two smaller Ekalesia Niue congregations in Mangere and Otara.

 10 Interviews with two church elders revealed that bad singers of a different village

 are sometimes openly ridiculed.

 11 Very similar bindings can be observed on today's wooden Niuean cricket bats in

 Auckland. Indeed, inter-village cricket evokes the association of a war substitute;

 the tapu are the same which had to be observed with the weapons and war parties of

 olden days: for example, women are not allowed to step over a bat, the players

 should keep sexual abstinence before a game, they should sleep in the same room

 the night before the game and confess each other their sins and trespasses (T.F.; Tom

 Ryan, personal communication; cf. Loeb 1926:128, and Ryan 1981:197).

 Museum objects seem to be rarely older than 1880. A survey on this has only

 been started. To date, the B. P. Bishop Museum in Honolulu, the Auckland War

 Memorial Museum, the Canterbury Museum in Christchurch, the Peabody Essex

 Museum in Salem, Massachusetts, the Cambridge Museum of Archaeology and

 Anthropology, UK, and the Ethnological Museums of Hamburg, Cologne, Munich,

 Berlin, and Leipzig (holding the Godeffroy collection), Germany, have been
 checked on this topic.

 " As in other Polynesian cultures where it is often called 'shark teeth', some

 Niuean informants refer to this pattern as nifo ('tooth').

 Notes
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 Ryan, personal communication; cf. Loeb 1926:128, and Ryan 1981:197).

 Museum objects seem to be rarely older than 1880. A survey on this has only

 been started. To date, the B. P. Bishop Museum in Honolulu, the Auckland War
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 Museum in Salem, Massachusetts, the Cambridge Museum of Archaeology and

 Anthropology, UK, and the Ethnological Museums of Hamburg, Cologne, Munich,
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 checked on this topic.

 " As in other Polynesian cultures where it is often called 'shark teeth', some

 Niuean informants refer to this pattern as nifo ('tooth').
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 14 This is consistent with what many Niueans in Niue told me about different con

 texts of their childhood learning: the skills of planting, fishing, luring eatable ani

 mals, weaving, etc. were usually not explicitly shown or explained to them by

 grown-ups. In spite of this, children were expected to perform these tasks correctly

 by a certain age. Consequently, they had to learn mainly by observing, practicing,

 and improving. High technical quality-mindedness seems to be prevalent among

 Niuean weavers; a piece of bad workmanship is not tolerated, but unravelled again

 and again.

 "The time span covered by this would be roughly the 1920s -1970s.
 16 Scott (1993:33) mentions how a Palagi nurse who had cared for Niueans wound

 ed in World War I was showered with baskets, mats, and hats. Two finely woven

 mats were among the "thank you" gifts a visiting weaving group from Niue had sent

 after their return to the group hosting them during their Auckland stay in

 December 2002/January 2003. Hats, baskets, and necklaces are especially made to

 give away to Niuean visitors leaving overseas, as could be overheard in informal

 conversations and observed many times (e.g., when the Newton Church Youth

 Group visited Niue in December 2003/January 2004).
 " It can only be speculated whether this ideal has pre-European roots or is an out

 come of the Protestant work ethic stressed by the LMS missionaries. The LMS has

 Congregationalist-Calvinistic roots, which imply a strong focus on work as opposed

 to sinful idleness, often underlined by befitting quotations from the Scriptures. The

 Niuean ideal of a "good wife" could be a re-formulation of Proverbs 31, especially of
 verse 27: "She watches over the affairs of her household and idleness is unknown to

 her."

 '• There is a characteristic kind of necklace Niuean women (and sometimes men)

 wear when dressing up for formal occasions or give away as a special gift. It is from

 the seeds of the puka tree (Hemandia ovigera) and little yellow hihi shells

 (Orobophano pacifica). Many thanks to Roger Neich who had the shells classified for

 me. These necklaces are tedious to make because the 4 mm- (about 0.16 inch-)

 sized shells can only be collected in certain weather conditions, have to be soaked

 for ten days and pierced; the puka seeds must be scraped, put into laundry starch and

 pierced.

 " However, although I have not done a systematic survey on this, the formal edu

 cation and general knowledge of middle-aged, first generation immigrants from Niue

 seems to match or even override that of many of their New Zealand-born Niuean

 age mates.

 K An English translation has been published in 1994 by the Smithonian (Seiler

 Baldinger 1994).

 :i According to Seiler-Baldinger's classification (1991, 1994) and other European

 classification systems, these techniques would actually be called 'plaiting' instead of

 'weaving' (loom weaving) or 'half-weaving' as done in Micronesia (see also

 Pendergrast 11991 J). As 'weaving' is in common use for these techniques in many

 Anglo-Saxon contexts, however, and, significantly, is considered the appropriate

 term by the Niueans, I shall stick to this usage.

 "The power of this image for, and from, the deeply religious older Niuean women

 who are perfectly familiar with the biblical stories should not be underestimated.

 :1 See, for example, Marsden and Henare (1992:5).
 M One of the earliest members is a Chinese woman from Hong Kong who had a

 strong interest in weaving. All informants agree that she knew nothing about it in

 the beginning and had to be taught the basics and tricks with a lot of patience, but

 that by now, she is one of the finest weavers of Niuean style artifacts. Her repertoire

 includes the whole range of flax, plastic strap, and bread bag weaving of excellent

 quality that is hard to rival. The Niuean women praise the very tiny baskets, hats,

 and objects that she made for the miniature showcase of a Niuean preschool.

 :5 In the early 1990s, when this interview was conducted, one New Zealand dollar

 traded at approximately 0.53900 US dollars, thus NZ$900 approximated

 US$485,820 US and NZ$600 approximated US$323.88 (see www.oanda.com).
 26 The Niuean language is on the decline among the younger generation that is a

 matter of deep concern for most of the older people. Only 50% of all Niueans speak

 their language; a UNDAP (United Nations Development Program) study called it
 "a vanishing language." The Pacific Islanders Education Resource Centre

 (P1ERC/PEC) offers Niuean language classes which between 2002 and 2004 were

 exclusively attended by young New Zealand-born Niueans who cannot speak

 Niuean. Not being able to speak or write (correct) Niuean and being criticised by

 elders seems to be especially an issue for artists who deliberately include Niuean lan

 guage elements into their works (e.g. composers, songwriters, musicians or a

 writer/painter like John Pule).

 27 It could be speculated that - and remains to be seen if - the old locality princi

 ple of villages might very gradually over the coming generations be substituted by

 the locality principle of suburbs in Auckland. A number of group costumes, which

 are often self-made shirts, show the name of the suburb the group comes from.

 :9 Sometimes young women with small children join the meetings, as do a few

 men, but I have never seen them weave. Although, according to some informants,

 some men do weave or take an active role in the official part of the discussions.

 However, only male co-leaders of groups would do this.

 One female church elder has recently been elected to the Newton Ekalesia

 Niue, but there seems to be a tacit agreement between a number of male church

 elders that they will not let this happen again (S.V.; E.N.)

 w Originally, these are long fabric tubes where plastic bags are stuffed in from the

 top and collected from the bottom. These items can be found in most of the Anglo

 Saxon households in New Zealand (as in other Anglo-Saxon countries around the
 world) to store and re-use the numerous plastic bags acquired in shops and super
 markets.

 " There was a discussion forum on this at the 2003 Pacific Arts Association

 Symposium in Christchurch, which did not reach a consensus among the Maori

 artists present.
 M See footnote 14.

 " As Jehanne Teilhet-Fisk ( 1992:40) has pointed out for Tonga, the tending and

 harvesting of pandanus does not require male assistance, and the preparation of the

 leaves for weaving can be done without collective action. In Niue, the cultivation,

 processing and weaving of pandanus are activities done individually, thus allowing

 the application of secret methods and tricks.

 M Thank you to Hilary Scothorn, Pacific Arts Association, for this information.

 "Thank you to Pauline Grunberg from the Dutch company Handed By for this
 information.

 * Thank you to Dr. Michaela Appel, Staatliches Museum fiir Volkerkunde in
 Munchen, Germany, for this information.

 ,7 This can be seen in the Niue collection from the 1920s in the Auckland War

 Memorial Museum.

 "These statements have been double-checked and verified with woven pieces in
 museum collections in which the weavers' names had been recorded and filed.
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 ple of villages might very gradually over the coming generations be substituted by

 the locality principle of suburbs in Auckland. A number of group costumes, which

 are often self-made shirts, show the name of the suburb the group comes from.
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